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WELCOME TO THE OCTOBER
ISSUE OF GLOBAL COACHING
PERSPECTIVES
We’re delighted that our magazine is growing
from strength to strength. It’s all part of our
developing resilience – which appropriately
enough emerges as the big theme for this issue!
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We live in a VUCA world. Coined by the military
in the 1990s, the term was popularised by
leadership literature to describe the volatility,
uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity of the
world we now live and work in. It remains a useful
reminder of the drivers behind the emergence
of what I call New Generation Coaching. This is
about moving from a focus on techniques and
performance goals, to seeing coaching as a
major contributor to addressing the big-ticket
challenges that leaders face in every sphere –
indeed that we all face as global citizens. And to
face them we need courage and staying power,
we need to learn from mistakes and fix them to
move forward; we need above all to tell ourselves
different stories, as leaders and coaches, about
who we are and where we are going; to build
narratives of hope, solutions and find new ways
of living together on our finite planet.
In our lead feature Simon Western reminds us
that coaches enjoy privileged access to leaders.
The trust and respect coaches are accorded by
leaders must depend on more than competent
questioning and a brilliant toolkit – it requires
meeting our coachees in a spirit of partnership
and authenticity.

narratives. And Sue Stockdale’s interview with
Graham Taylor, Head of Coaching at UK Sport,
reveals how he learnt that his fear of failure
taught him more about resilience in motor racing
than a drive to success.
Our coaching country this issue is China –
already a superpower and global business
hub: but is their ancient and very different
culture open to coaching, asks Jon Echanove.
Our research focus is on multi-stakeholder
coaching, with a report from Eve Turner and
Peter Hawkins. Read also the encouraging story
of building a coaching culture at UK transport
giant, National Express, and the collaboration
that was involved in the development of the AC
Spain website, whilst our ongoing commitment
to quality sees Elaine Patterson at the fifth
international coaching supervision conference –
catch up with her report on page 33. And finally,
don’t miss Christine Thornton’s article on group
analytic supervision, plus our book reviews.
I wish you a rich and thought-provoking read.
Remember to send us your comments and ideas,
your coaching passions or wish list for reviews.
We certainly want to hear from you.
Warmest wishes

Editor

Ashley Kemball Cook tackles the subject of trust
from the viewpoint of the digitally savvy and
highly networked Millennials, and considers why
this generation are now demanding that leaders
need to earn their trust.
Chris Johnstone, Cath Bishop and Carole
Pemberton focus on different ways to build
resilience through coaching around loss and
failure, building deep collaborations and new
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MIND THE GAPS!
ANALYSING COACHING REVEALS A LACK. DR SIMON WESTERN EXPLAINS WHAT’S MISSING
AND PROPOSES A NEW COACHING OFFER TO FILL THE GAP.
Having been an executive coach for many years, I
have encountered gaps between what mainstream
coaching offers, and what leaders and organisations
urgently need from coaches. Drawing on academic
research I identify three main gaps in contemporary
coaching practice, which are serious omissions
in coach training, in the literature and in coaching
practice. The three gaps collectively expose a
‘coaching lack’ that, if not remedied, will limit and
reduce the impact and aspiration of the coaching
profession.
The psychoanalytic insight from Lacan 1 that lack
creates desire, has been true for me undertaking this
research. The lack I identify has produced a desire
to turn my research, theory and coaching experience
into a new coach training programme, and to
develop a coaching network to deliver coaching with
a difference. We began last year and already have
40 trained coaches in our coaching network. They
offer a coaching alternative to progressive leaders
and organisations who know they have to ‘change
the way they change’!
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GAP 1. THE NETWORK SOCIETY
Coaching is so focused on an individual’s behaviour
change and performance improvement that it misses
what’s going on in the wider social and organisational
context. Most coaches and leaders are far behind the
curve when it comes to understanding the implications
of the network society, globalisation and the digital
age on leadership and organisational dynamics.

The network society has produced what I have called
Eco-leadership2, a new form of leadership to help
organisations adapt to the fast-paced technological,
social and workplace changes that are happening.
Eco-leadership conceptualises organisations
as ‘eco-systems within eco-systems’, i.e. within
organisations leaders need to break down silos,
distribute leadership to the edges, remove pyramid
hierarchies, and create webs of interconnectivity.
Externally, eco-leaders are constantly watching
social, economic, natural and technological changes
in the wider eco-systems in which they exist, so that
they can adapt quickly when change takes place.
Sadly, most coaches and coach training are
still working with blinkers on, looking only at the
individual’s performance, and using outdated
models such as transformational leadership that are
inappropriate for the 21st century.
GAP 2. THE UNCONSCIOUS
Coaching is dominated by rational approaches
that focus on problem-solving, solution-finding and
goal achievement, mainly using a heady mixture of
positive psychological approaches such as Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy (CBT), Positive Psychology, and
Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP). But they miss
out on how to utilise psychoanalytic perspectives.
In other words, helping their clients understand the
unconscious dynamics that are such strong influences
on an individual’s internal experience, relationships
between people, and the culture of an organisation.
Freeing the unconscious from this clinical model
is very exciting and very important for coaching.
We all work with clients and organisations who, in
spite of really wanting to change, keep sabotaging
themselves. We all see how rational approaches
that on paper should offer solutions, so often fail. To
understand this, coaches have to take a non-rational
perspective alongside the rational. They have to start
to use their associative bodies to work with clients,
not just their cognitive minds; and be prepared to
explore the hidden desires and fears that underpin
our drives, but often lead us astray.
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Working with the unconscious in creative and
dynamic new ways can transform coaching.
This unconscious approach is also relevant in
exploring networks because they always reveal
connections as well as gaps. From a Lacanian
psychoanalytic perspective, gaps reveal
something that is lacking, and lack is the cause
of desire. So by exploring the gaps and the lack
in a network, or a coaching conversation (what’s
not being said, what’s being left out) we discover
not only something that is missing, but also
something hidden which is desired.
This desire is hidden from our consciousness
because it may be too painful to acknowledge,
doesn’t fit with our ego-ideal of ourselves, or
simply that we take pleasure from keeping it
hidden and enjoy the consequences of this.
For example, working recently with nurses in
the health sector, it became clear that the gaps
revealed a desire for stability, and not for the
change which they consciously believed they
desperately needed. We also found through our
coaching a secret ‘pleasure gained from their
displeasure’, which sustained the status quo of
resisting change. The displeasure expressed
via complaining about the current poor system,
the bad leadership and bureaucracy, served
two purposes: 1) it saved them from taking
responsibility for driving change – it was the
Big Others’ (an indiscriminate social authority
outside of themselves) fault; 2) their complaining
gave them pleasure, it bonded them as a group
and it projected their guilt (for not improving the
service) onto others, therefore maintaining an egoideal of a ‘Pristine-Self’, the untainted good self.
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This brief example shows that using rational
methods will have no impact until the underlying
unconscious dynamics are addressed. In this
case we addressed the unconscious desire for
stability, and began creating an environment to
allow the nurses to feel safe enough to take the
risks that change demands; we also looked at
how they could gain a more positive experience
of enjoyment than the perverse ‘pleasure gained
from their displeasure’ of complaining.
GAP 3. ETHICAL SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT
This is not about coaches following ethical
guidelines of best coaching practice, but
facing up to the responsibilities of coaches
being global citizens with a privileged access
to organisational leaders, and therefore with a
particular responsibility to act. Coaches like to
think of themselves as neutral agents, following
the client and being non-directive. Yet in reality
coaches are always making choices, leading
clients in certain directions as well as following
them.
This stance is also a cop-out, and too often leads
to collusion between coach and client that leaves

both feeling a little empty, as they avoid the
tough and often uncomfortable challenges they
face. Leaders and coaches need to embrace
the idea of networked ethics, i.e. that their moral
duty is to examine how their actions are part of a
wider network of actions that have implications.
Whether it’s the natural environment, or being
complicit in allowing workers to be exploited, we
all have a duty to engage rather than disengage,
and coaches cannot hide behind the idea they
are neutral - nobody is neutral!
WHAT IS TO BE DONE?
By exploring the three core gaps in coaching,
we find that they are connected, and that
together they are a symptom of the main
‘lack’ in coaching, which is a well-thought-out
organisational, networked, and ethical-social
perspective. Sadly, the problem risks getting
worse, since increasing professionalisation,
regulation and governance of coaching tends to
produce a conservative dynamic.
Ending where we began with the relationship
between lack and desire, the gaps in coaching I
outline have stimulated a creative desire in me to
be ambitious! This work has now begun, bringing
together the personal with the networked to
serve an ethical purpose, i.e. coaching leaders
to act in good faith to create the ‘Good Society’.
The approach of Analytic-Networked (A-N)
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Coaching is to draw on psychoanalytic theory
and practice, and work with both the conscious
and unconscious to bring deep insights and
make connections that lead to breakthrough
experiences for clients which often lead to
sustainable changes.
We also recognise that we are social beings,
and in today’s ‘networked society’ can no longer
ignore the connectivity and inter-dependency that
affect us all. A-N Coaching helps clients to locate
themselves in their networks, to understand how
these networks shape them, and how they can
shape the networks they live and work in. These
insights are directly applicable to relationships,
teamwork, and organisational change, giving
leaders a real advantage in the workplace.

REFERENCES
Jacques Lacan was a French psychoanalyst,
1901 -1981. Trained as a psychiatrist, he
abandoned the profession in favour of
psychoanalysis in the early thirties.
1

Western, S. 2013. The Eco Leadership
Discourse. Sage Publications
2

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Dr.Simon Western has an international reputation as an academic and
author, alongside a breadth of experience as a coach working with
CEO’s and leaders. He offers ‘thought leadership’ to support strategic
change in today’s ‘network society’ specialising in distributing
leadership to ensure that leadership occurs throughout organisations.
As CEO of Analytic-Network Coaching he has designed a leadingedge coach training programme to produce a network of advanced
coaches trained to coach new leaders for new times.
www.analyticnetwork.com

TAKE A DEEP DIVE!
From January 2016 we are launching a new Deep
Dive feature in AC Global Coaching Perspectives.
This occasional feature will give readers an
opportunity to read a longer, and more thoughtful
feature, on a particular coaching topic.

We will begin with an in-depth piece on How to
Integrate Nature and Nurture in coaching written
by Philippe Rosinski, a world authority in executive
coaching, team coaching, interculturalism and
global leadership development.
Look out for the Deep Dive feature in the
January edition!
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LEADING THE WAY – DEVELOPING
WORLD-CLASS COACHES IN SPORT
THE IMPACT THAT A COACH HAS ON PERFORMANCE CAN BE SEEN MOST PROMINENTLY IN
ELITE SPORT. IN PART ONE OF A TWO-PART INTERVIEW, DEPUTY EDITOR SUE STOCKDALE
TALKS TO GRAHAM TAYLOR, HEAD OF COACHING AT UK SPORT, ABOUT THE ROLE OF
REFLECTION AND RESILIENCE IN DEVELOPING WORLD-CLASS COACHES.

If you want to develop athletes that can achieve
world-leading performances one of the most
important resources is the coach, according to
Graham Taylor, Head of Coaching at UK Sport
since 2010. UK Sport primarily manages the
investment in British Olympic and Paralympic
athletes so that they can achieve medal-winning
performances at the major games.
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Taylor’s role involves orchestrating coach
development programmes, as well as identifying
skills, knowledge or exposure to innovations that
Olympic and Paralympic coaches can benefit
from and thereby support their athletes more
effectively; this in turn, helps maximise return on
investment in the athlete.
It’s a competitive environment, and the harsh
reality is that each sport needs to deliver results.
Those unable to demonstrate any short- to
medium- term prospects may have their funding
cut, while others with greater potential benefit
from better financial support.
Taylor reflects ‘We know a lot about what’s going
on in the daily training environment between
the coaches and athletes, and if we are aware
that something is going off track, we try and
help enough to solve the issues. As we have
an entire organisation paying attention to 46
sports, often with multiple touch points, we can
influence change quickly. For example, one
of our remits is now looking after Performance
Directors — similar to Managing Directors or
CEOs in a business. There is often a high level of
performance pressure on that individual so good
leadership is vital. If the Performance Director
gets that right, then the people being led within

that sport are more able to succeed. Otherwise,
you may find pockets of success but there is
less likely to be consistency of success in that
particular sport from a strategic viewpoint.’
BEING RESILIENT IN A HIGH-PERFORMANCE
ENVIRONMENT
An Engineer by trade with a maths-oriented
brain, Graham Taylor’s earlier career was in
motorsport, including six years in Formula 1.
It was this experience of working in a highperformance environment that enabled him to
progress into the role at UK Sport. ‘I realised that
I am able to speak the language of performance
in any sporting pursuit,’ he says. ‘It helped me
make the transition from motorsport to UK Sport.
In Formula 1 there is an unrelenting pursuit
of excellence. What it taught me was to bring
a process to how you go about your work, to
provide structure and order. As a Race Engineer,
you are the coach to the driver, as well as to the
pit crew, and you need to be able to switch at a
moment’s notice from coaching an individual to
coaching up to 28 people. This means ensuring
everything is well planned and coordinated, so
you get the best out of the entire team – to be
competitive in the race.
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‘F1 is hard every day – you feel the relentless
pressure of trying to gain an advantage. No
resting on your laurels! There is constant
evaluation and review in order to improve. It is
tough and I did often question myself as to why
I was doing it. Eventually I realised it was about
a heightened fear of failure for me, more than a
relentless pursuit of success. If I said we would
do something, we did everything to try and
accomplish it. There was a downside though,
because sometimes it turned me into a not very
nice person!’ To cope with the demands of any
high-performance environment Taylor agrees
that you have to develop resilience. For him
this can mean finding a safe haven to retreat
to, or enjoying banter with a group of friends or
colleagues. He says ‘I now have a life partner
who is really supportive and enables me to
manage the job pressures far better. Resilience
is quite individual: you have to identify what
works for you. But first is the recognition of the
need for support. All of the sports we work with
are aware that athletes need support to deliver a
performance outcome. However, it has not been
recognised that there is a need for the coach to
have support too.’

FAILING IN ORDER TO SUCCEED
There is often only the slimmest of margins
between success and failure in sport, so one
could imagine that failure must challenge
the resilience of even the best athlete. Taylor
does not view it like that. He believes failure
is not negative, but something necessary for
coaches and athletes to experience on the
road to success. ‘We had a statistic in Formula
1 regarding our wind tunnel investment,’ he
recalls. ‘We put a lot of money into developing
the shape of the car knowing that there was only
a 14% success rate. That meant that with every
100 parts we put on the car, only 14 of them
would be successful. That’s not failure - it’s just
learning.’
Not everyone can make it in sport, but Taylor
believes all will learn along the way – even
if sometimes this is tough. ‘There have been
coaches at the top of their game, who have yet
not achieved the outcomes – so they have been
fired. You can learn a lot about yourself when you
experience that situation.’
UNDERPINNING PERFORMANCE PRINCIPLES
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THE VALUE OF REFLECTION
One of the activities now included in all the
workshops and programmes run by UK Sport
is reflective practice. Coaches are asked to
record their thoughts following an activity, and
on the flagship Elite Programme, individuals
are encouraged to reflect daily. An online tool
allows them to record thoughts and emotions ‘so
they can look back at key themes’ says Taylor,
but much cajoling and encouraging is needed
when coaches already have busy lives. ‘We try
to make the process as simple as possible: they
can write things down or upload a voice note
or video - whatever works for them. When I was
in motorsport I used to record my thoughts on
the journey home from a race on a Dictaphone.
I would draw on that information at the review
later. It’s getting into the habit to reflect
regularly that is vital.’

The coaching programmes delivered by UK
Sport are underpinned by four principles. The
principle of Sporting Intelligence (SI), says
Taylor, is the ‘secret sauce’, providing the
all-important ‘marginal gains’. This is the term
used by Performance Director of the British
Professional Cycling team, Sir Dave Brailsford, to
describe the 1 per cent margin for improvement
in everything we do. Taylor cites the example of
Jürgen Grobler, GB Rowing Team’s Chief Coach
for Men, as someone who demonstrates SI. ‘He
has created a performance environment where
he can consistently put a team of eight rowers
to win against the best in the world. Other sports
that demonstrate SI, says Taylor are cycling,
sailing and more recently, swimming and
gymnastics. ‘These sports are not just relying on
technical and tactical understanding; there is
a cultural dimension in relation to performance
that has uplifted their abilities. It can be the
combination of all of these elements of SI that
really makes the difference’.
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KEY PRINCIPLES OF PERFORMANCE

1

Understanding Self 		

Self-awareness and self-management.

2

Performance Leadership 		 Communications, vision, managing complexity and
making decisions.

3

Relationships

Building trust and collaboration, communicating your
vision; ability to sell the dream to the athlete.

4

Sporting Intelligence

Technical knowledge, tactical understanding, and
performance planning; integrating specialist support
and creating a performance environment.

ABOUT GRAHAM TAYLOR
Graham Taylor leads the UK Sport Coaching Team, which seeks to
ensure the delivery of quality coaching to athletes on UK Sport’s World
Class Performance Programme (WCP). He joined UK Sport in 2010
from A1GP Team Monaco, where he was Team Principal, bringing
over 20 years’ experience from the world of motorsport to the role. An
engineer by trade, Graham was formerly Chief Race Engineer at the
Arrows F1 Team and Sporting Director of the Super Aguri Formula
One Team.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sue Stockdale is an accredited executive coach, coaching supervisor
and Deputy Editor of Global Coaching Perspectives. Her clients
include leaders in business, elite sport and not-for-profit organisations.
She was the first British woman to ski to the Magnetic North Pole and
has represented Scotland in track and field athletics. Sue has written
eight books including Cope with Change at Work, (Teach Yourself
Books 2012); The Personality Workbook (Teach Yourself Books 2013);
and Risk: All that Matters (Hodder & Stoughton 2015).

In the next issue of Global Coaching Perspectives, Graham Taylor
discusses participation versus performance, the willingness of
a coach to confront the ‘brutal facts’, and whether innovation or
simplification is what a coach should focus on.
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COACHING FOR RESILIENCE
RESILIENCE SPECIALIST CHRIS JOHNSTONE SHARES THREE TOOLS THAT CAN
HELP US, AND OUR CLIENTS, RISE TO THE OCCASION WHEN FACING ADVERSITY,
CHALLENGE AND STRAIN.

TOOL ONE – SIX-PART STORY METHOD
When I’m listening to clients, a question I ask
myself is ‘What’s the story here?’ Great stories
that grip our attention often follow a plot structure
where a desire for something to happen collides
with obstacles that make this seem difficult
or even impossible. This narrative tension
happens in our own lives, too, and in the lives
of our clients. Frustrated, obstructed desires
bring the need for resilience to the fore: without
resilience we, and they, may too easily give up
on the hopes that make life meaningful. So when
I ask myself ‘What’s the story here?’, I’m initially
listening for two key elements – the purpose or
desire that calls my client; and what gets in its
way.
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So far our story has three key elements: the
main character, in this case our client; the
desire or purpose that calls them, which I refer

to as their ‘call to adventure’; and the obstacle
or resistance they bump or crash into, which I
call their ‘BoC’ (Bump or Crash). When the BoC
seems too powerful, the narrative becomes a
‘going nowhere story’ of the form ‘Here’s me, I’d
love to… but I can’t because…’ Too high a dose
of this type of story is a risk factor for depression.
Resilience training, by contrast, has been shown to
have a protective effect against both depression
and anxiety 1.
To weave resilience training into my coaching
sessions, I use a tool known as Six-Part Story
Method. Developed by psychologists Ofra
Ayalon and Mooli Lahad, Six-Part Story Method
began as a crisis intervention tool to explore
children’s responses to stress 2. I’ve adapted the
method for use in coaching. The six-part story
adds three further elements (see boxes 4, 5 and
6 in diagram 1) that help shift the narrative from a
‘going nowhere’ to a ‘going somewhere’ story.

Diagram 1: Six-Part Story Method
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When using this tool with clients, I start by
reflecting my understanding of the narrative
tension I hear them express. Clients may feel
inspired by a call to adventure but frustrated
by slow progress, or their purpose might
simply be to get on with their life but stressful
circumstances make this difficult. I then ask if
they’d be interested in using a storyboarding tool
to explore potential pathways forward. To draw
out different elements, clients are prompted by
five ‘open sentences’, where I give them the first
part of the sentence and they continue speaking
from this starting point. They might just say a few
sentences on each section, or I might ask them
to elaborate and tell me more. You can try this
process yourself, writing for a minute on each
section or talking through the five sections with a
friend, colleague or coach.
a) Something I’d like to move forward with at the
moment is… (relates to box 2)
b) If I was successful in this, what I’d love to
happen is… (relates to box 6)
c) But in the way of that, or what I find difficult at
the moment, is… (relates to box 3, their ‘BoC’)
d) Facing that, what helps me is…
(relates to box 4, their helping factors/processes)
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e) A turning or shift might happen if I were to…
(links to box 5)
Seeing a situation in story terms helps normalise
the experience of difficulty, as periods of
bumpiness are an expected feature of any
significant adventure. Seeing the bumps or
crashes as episodes in a larger, unfolding
narrative also helps strengthen the belief that
a way forward may be found. To help deal with
the BoCs, resilience coaching focuses attention
on the fourth box – the helping factors and
processes. These refer to things we do rather
than have, so this puts greater emphasis on
steps we can take. It is here that the next tool Boat and Water Mapping - is of value.

Using this image is a way of opening up a
conversation about factors that influence
resilience. When someone is feeling depleted,
they can often identify factors that have pushed
their water level down (these can be drawn as
downward arrows). They usually also recognise
factors that can help their resilience levels rise.
By mapping out the upward and downward
arrows, clients increase awareness of practical
steps they can take to help resilience grow. I will
use tool three, the self-help SSRI framework, to
focus attention on helping factors .
TOOL THREE – THE SELF-HELP SSRI FRAMEWORK
To draw out more information about helping
factors, I ask clients to describe a time when
they’ve faced a challenging situation but got
through this in a way they now feel pleased
about. Being curious about what helped them
do this, I ask whether there were particular
strategies they used or inner strengths they
drew upon. Two other areas I also explore are
resources they turned to and insights they’ve
found helpful.
I refer to these four categories of Strategies,
Strengths, Resources and Insights as our SelfHelp SSRI toolkit 3. They represent a resilience
toolkit everyone has, but which can also be
reviewed, developed and added to (see Diagram
2 below). The letters SSRI (Selective Serotonin
Reuptake Inhibitors) are associated with a
type of anti-depressant - Prozac is a common
example. I use these letters intentionally, to
emphasise that actions we take and choices we
make can also have an anti-depressant effect.

TOOL TWO – THE BOAT AND WATER MAPPING TOOL
One of my favourite metaphors is to think of
wellbeing as similar to rowing in a boat, with
problems as rocks we might crash into. A
problem-solving approach focuses on the rocks
– which is useful, though incomplete. We can
widen our gaze to include the water level, which
represents one’s background level of resilience.
When their water level is high, people may float
over rocky patches rather than collide into them.
When they are run down and their resilience is at
a low ebb, they are more likely to crash.

Diagram 2: The Self-Help SSRI Toolkit
Photo by Carlotta Cataldi
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THE MYSTERY SWING FACTOR

REFERENCES

Finally, I often ask clients if they can think of
examples of resilience that inspire them. The
stories they tell me have difficult beginnings, yet
better than expected outcomes. Somewhere in
the tale there is a turning, though at the start you
can’t predict if or how this will occur. Narratives
of resilience tend to have a ‘mystery swing
factor’ where one small step, choice or meeting
leads to another and then another, in ways that
combine to create unexpected shifts. The three
tools I’ve described help me shift my question
from ‘What’s the story here?’ to ‘What’s the story
of how resilience might happen here?’ That’s a
much more interesting question, and one that I
share with my clients.

1

Robertson et al. (2015). ‘Resilience training
in the workplace from 2003 to 2014: A
systematic review’, Journal of Occupational and
Organizational Psychology, Volume 88, Issue 3,
pages 533–562.
Lahad, M. (1992). ‘Story-making in assessment
method for coping with stress’, in Jennings, S.
(ed.) Dramatherapy Theory and Practice.
150-163, London: Routledge
2

Johnstone, C. (2010), Find Your Power – a toolkit
for resilience and positive change. 2nd edition,
Permanent Publications.
3
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‘SEEING A SITUATION IN STORY
TERMS HELPS NORMALISE THE
EXPERIENCE OF DIFFICULTY, AS
PERIODS OF BUMPINESS ARE
AN EXPECTED FEATURE OF ANY
SIGNIFICANT ADVENTURE.’

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Chris Johnstone is a coach, resilience specialist and director of
CollegeofWellbeing.com, a service offering online courses for resilience
and wellbeing. With a background in medicine and psychology, Chris has
taught resilience skills for over thirty years. His books include Find Your
Power (Permanent Publications, 2010), and, co-authored with Joanna
Macy, Active Hope (New World Library, 2012). Details of his online courses
Coaching for Resilience and Personal Resilience in an Hour can be found
at www.collegeofwellbeing.com. Chris gave the closing keynote talk at the
Association for Coaching’s conference on Resilience in July 2011.
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COACHING FOR SUCCESSFUL AND
SUSTAINABLE TRANSFORMATION
NEW ORLEANS-BASED TINA MEILLEUR EXPLORES DIFFERENT PERCEPTIONS OF
SUCCESS, AND CHALLENGES US TO SUSTAIN THE PERSONAL TRANSFORMATIONS
ACHIEVED THROUGH COACHING.
There’s something so interesting about
those who seek coaching! Many are already
successful but are seeking something more in
their life. Some want to rise to the next level,
while others wish to prepare for their next stage
in life. As a coach, part of my quest has been
to understand why some go on to achieve what
they truly desire, and others remain in the same
place.

developed a relatively simple yet powerful fivestep process called C.R.A.V.E.© to help facilitate
this work with my clients.

HOW WE DEFINE SUCCESS

R - IS FOR REIMAGINE. In order to prepare
ourselves to take action, we must reimagine what
our life would be like if we had attained the one
thing we crave. We must picture ourselves with
this in place, and understand how we would feel
if we were able to reach this new definition of
success for ourselves.
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As I began to drill down into the meaning of
success, I realised just how subjective it can be.
Often, the meaning of success is based on some
societal norm for an industry or profession, or
simply the amount of money earned. In addition,
many people rely on the definition of success
imposed on them by others. Some try to meet
their parents’ or spouse’s expectations, the
expectations of their profession, or those of their
company culture. Many have difficulty stepping
back and redefining success on their own terms
without interference from external pressure.
Others struggle with doing what it takes to
achieve their desired definition of success.
When you look up synonyms for success,
there is a spectrum of choices. At one end you
find words like achievement, prosperity, and
advancement - a more traditional framework for
measuring success with prevalent benchmarks.
On the other end, you find words like arrival,
realisation, and happiness. The latter often
refers to a different state of mind, one that is
often difficult to measure or benchmark. Clients
in this area are often looking to craft a new or
simpler lifestyle or focus more on what it truly
important to them.
In helping others define what success means to
them, it is often necessary to guide them through
a process of discovery and realisation. I’ve

C - IS FOR CHOOSE. Choice is a very important
piece of this process. There are at least two
important choices we need to consider. First, we
must choose to put ourselves first, and second,
we must focus on something we really want in
our lives - the thing we crave the most.

A - IS FOR ACTION. Without taking action, anything
we wish to accomplish remains only a dream.
In this step of the process, action can take the
form of a major overhaul of our life or a series of
smaller steps. In any event, we need to take the
path that is right for us and the one that facilitates
the pursuit of our dream.
V - IS FOR VALIDATE. Here we test if what we
defined and acted on is truly right for us. When
we begin actually to experience what we were
working towards, does it look and feel the way
we thought it would? Did our fear or ego get in
the way? Perhaps the new goal we went after
was not the one on which we should truly have
focused - and that is fine! This step gives us
permission to go back to the drawing board and
use our experience to redefine what we want and
work the process again.
E - IS FOR ENJOY. Taking time for enjoyment is
often overlooked when we seek to accomplish
something. We are quick to move on to the
‘next thing’. I like to get my clients to celebrate
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even if they got to the validation step and found
out what they were pursuing was not right for
them. They can celebrate the actions they took
and realise that they methodically approached
something important even though it wasn’t quite
right for them. However, when someone actually
does find that sweet spot of personal success by
going through the process, this step is even more
rewarding.
Clients come to us because they truly want to
move forward. As coaches, we don’t want our
clients to be working on the same issues forever,
so our coaching approaches must consider
the sustainability of results. We create a safe
environment for our clients not only to explore
and build momentum, but also to allow them
to experience the challenges involved with
change. We serve them best by helping them
develop the skills to sustain their most important
breakthroughs and to experience growth
from them.

Helping clients experience significant
transformation in their life is part of my personal
definition of success. The majority of those in the
coaching profession share the same aspiration.
We are able to be truly of service when we stand
in our deep experience, and are able to enjoy
and sustain our own success. In the words of
Martha Beck, life coach, we prove every day that
we ‘Live it to Give it’.
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‘WE NEED TO TAKE THE PATH
THAT IS RIGHT FOR US AND
THE ONE THAT FACILITATES
THE PURSUIT OF OUR DREAM.’
SOCIAL MEDIA
Twitter - @successisfun
LinkedIn - www.linkedin.com/in/tinameilleur
Facebook - www.facebook.com/designyourideallife
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SMART RESILIENCE : GRIT
CONSISTENTLY OUTPERFORMS IQ
SUCCESS, HIGH PERFORMANCE AND EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP ARE LESS ABOUT
NATURAL TALENT OR INTELLIGENCE AND MORE ABOUT HOW RESILIENT YOU ARE,
SAYS OLYMPIC ROWER CATH BISHOP.
Resilience is quite the buzzword these days,
from boardroom to business school. We used
to talk of resilient soldiers and resilient athletes;
now, we all need resilience – to deal with the
recession, to deal with the pace of daily life, and
to succeed in the increasingly competitive world
in which we live.
While resilience is not about intelligence, it is
about being smart in harnessing your mindset,
behaviours and relationships. Drawing on my
experience from two high-pressure careers in
Olympic sport and international diplomacy, I
realised that high performance wasn’t about
being tough or physically strong. Success would
come down to how well I could use the power
of my mindset, develop effective behaviours,
and build authentic, collaborative relationships
to transform the downtimes, as well as the good
times, into the best of times.
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WHAT IS RESILIENCE?
So what is resilience? For me, it is personal,
dynamic and complex – personal, because it’s
different for each of us with different histories,
experiences and challenges; dynamic because
it changes all the time; and complex, because
it encompasses a range of qualities. When I
ask audiences what they think of when they
hear the word ‘resilience’, they tell me it’s about
‘getting up when you’ve been knocked down’,
‘learning hard lessons’ and ‘not giving up
when it gets tough’. To me, it’s all those things
and more. It goes beyond coping with tough
times and bouncing back from setbacks. What
is important is how it leads you on to higher
performance, how you bounce back, and
whether you can use the setback to become
better than you were before. The beauty of
resilience is the ability to link past mistakes
directly to future success.

FAILURE IS LEARNING
I was an Olympic rower for ten years,winning
medals at World and Olympic level, but the
harsh reality is that I lost many more races than
I won – it gets like that at the top level. This is
best summed up by Michael Jordan: ‘I’ve missed
more than 9000 shots in my career…I’ve failed
over and over and over again. And that is why I
succeed.’
My whole life was geared towards winning, yet I
had to deal with a lot of occasions when I didn’t
win. It took me a while to realise that what I learnt
on each of those occasions would give me the
extra elements I needed in order to win in the
future. First and foremost, resilience is about
learning all the time, having a growth mindset
that doesn’t limit what we can achieve, and a
lifelong approach to learning. In practice, failing
is just another word for learning.
THE RESILIENCE CYCLE
I developed my ‘Resilience Cycle’ from life as
an Olympic rower and as a diplomat working in
warzones. The cycle sets up a series of mutuallyenhancing approaches, actions and attitudes to
build resilience and high performance hand in
hand in a practical way. It starts with establishing
clarity – asking yourself some ‘Why?’ questions
from the moment your alarm goes off. Why
are you getting up? Answering such simple
questions is not always easy, but the process of
asking and answering sets important foundations
on which high performance can grow, creating
purpose, motivating you and your teams around
you, and providing a vital tool in resilience terms.
Knowing why you want to do something is often
the critical factor in whether you will find a way
round a difficult problem that falls in your path.
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Clarity isn’t always easy – and as Olympians
we had a powerful simple goal that we never
lost sight of, and clear outcomes to focus on.
Diplomacy in Iraq was a much more complex
environment, where outcomes were messier and
unpredictable – but that only meant we had to
work harder to establish (often limited) clarity
over what we could (and couldn’t) control and
achieve in order to create a shared vision.

friends and family back home, rather than wait
until I fell apart and had to come home early;

These ‘Why?’ questions lead on to the next part
of the cycle, looking at ‘Constant Learning’,
which is a habit of all high performers. This is the
central tenet of the British cycling coach Sir Dave
Brailsford’s ‘marginal gains’ approach: always
looking to find the extra 1% in all areas that
affect performance, brilliantly demonstrated in
TeamSky’s recent Tour de France victory.

In both worlds resilience included looking after
myself, allowing mind and body to support each
other - e.g. not getting dehydrated at work and
not cramping your body and lungs hunched over
a desk. Our bodies fundamentally need oxygen
and water – so why do so many office workers
deprive themselves of both?

3 Collaborative relationships, so that I could
work with all the different stakeholders in Iraq,
the international community and the rest of the
UK government, and find ways to move forward,
however small-scale, in this hugely unstable,
chaotic environment.

None of us can achieve success on our own,
so relationships are key. Innovation can be a
catalyst in developing stronger relationships and
getting more from them. Business strategy expert
Rita Guenther McGrath sums it up brilliantly
when she says ‘Innovation is now a team sport
and collaboration is the engine that drives it.’
Innovation in one context may mean incredible
technological leaps forward; in other contexts it’s
simply about finding a small step forward that will
make that 0.1% improvement which can take a
relationship to new levels.

SELF-AWARENESS
We need to learn about ourselves in different
ways: how we respond to pressure, and how
others see us, through regular, honest feedback.
The Olympic learning environment was second
to none – feedback came all the time, whether
training or racing. There was no distinction
between ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ feedback; it was
all part of helping me become the best rower I
could be at the World Championships or Olympic
Games. Knowing myself better was essential in
order to perform under pressure – whether it was
in an Olympic race or working in Basra in 2007-8
at a time of conflict and instability. The reality I
faced as a diplomat was a hostile environment
with daily incoming fire from rockets and mortars,
wearing or carrying body armour and helmet at
all times, and travelling in and out under cover
of darkness in military helicopters with gunners
hanging out of the sides.

The last part of the cycle is passion, which
underpins resilience and success. I truly believe
that ‘Nothing great in the world has been
accomplished without passion’ (Hegel). It is the
energy that drives us all in good times and bad,
a brilliant means of connecting us to each other
and inspiring each other to new heights. It goes
back to the earlier question: ‘What gets you
out of bed in the morning?’ Our answer should
connect us daily to our passions.
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It was essential to learn about myself in three areas:
1 Flexibility and adaptability to operate in an
environment where the situation changed on a
daily basis, where things you were working on
could literally get blown up from one day to the
next;

Resilience can be seen as a way of building
positive momentum even when it feels like there
are lots of forces trying to stop you in your tracks
– continuing to learn and grow in the darkest,
most challenging times. I like to remember Henry
Ford’s words, ‘Anyone who stops learning is old,
whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps
learning stays young.’ And we all want to stay
young, don’t we?

2 Self-awareness under pressure to ensure that
I could admit when the pressure was getting
too much and seek support from colleagues or

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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MORE THAN WORDS
THE ASSOCIATION FOR COACHING WEBSITE SPANISH LANGUAGE VERSION IS NOW UP
AND RUNNING. CRISTINA RIOS TELLS THE STORY OF HOW IT GOT THERE...
A couple of days ago, I came across Monique
Valcour’s article on Making your career a success
by your own measure.1 Valcour recounts how
many of us feel lost without external sign-posts to
mark our success. On this basis, she advocates
finding a broader approach: to consider both
objective and subjective career success markers
and develop the awareness and adaptability
to notice, appreciate and exploit opportunities
to enjoy work and career success even in the
absence of more usual forms of recognition.
The article prompted me to reflect on the work
recently devoted to the translation into Spanish
of the entire AC website. To put this in context,
the Association for Coaching (AC) in Spain was
incorporated in 2014 and formally launched in
May 2015 through several events involving not
only the local AC community but also the global
AC team. We assumed responsibility for formally
increasing memberships and accreditations in
Spain and also for more ‘intangible’ objectives,
based on two powerful questions: ‘What can the
AC in Spain do to help make the best of your
coaching journey?’; and ‘How would you like to
get involved?’
This acting by doing perspective meant we had
to begin by overcoming any formal hurdles that
might prevent people from reaching their desired
level of involvement. From this we realised the
value of having our own Spanish website to
allow us to make AC resources available in

Spanish. Spain is the first country to have its
own AC website, (Italy and Turkey are launching
theirs soon), and is the most concrete evidence
that the AC is moving towards a truly global
community with an even broader context of
cultural backgrounds.
We allocated lots of resources to make this
idea a reality. Perhaps here, following Valcour’s
approach, we have unconsciously focused our
efforts on achieving the most tangible objectives
and getting the website live. In the coming
months, we will look at objectively measurable
achievements to determine whether the Spanish
AC website has had a positive visible outcome
(new members, active online community, etc.)
However, it might also show that this work was
‘successful’ both through the individual’s own
experiences and their interaction with all the AC
team members who worked on this translation
project.
Visible and objective achievements will certainly
matter. But the perceptions and feelings I have
experienced during the whole process, the great
teamwork and mutual understanding, as well
as the overall work experience have been even
more rewarding than any extrinsic outcomes. I’m
sure that all our work will contribute to shaping
the Spanish coaching market and the AC global
community as a whole. However, whatever
happens, having been part of this project has
already been my own measure of success.

REFERENCES
Valcour, M. ‘Making your career a success by
your own measure’. Harvard Business Review.
February 18, 2014.
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1

The translated versions can be found by clicking
on the relevant flag at the top left of the website
www.associationforcoaching.com
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THE NARRATIVE OF
RESILIENCE LOSS
DR. CAROLE PEMBERTON HELPS COACHING CLIENTS AUTHOR A NEW STORY FOR
THEMSELVES TO ‘BOUNCE FORWARD’ OUT OF DISRUPTION.
Resilience is a concept in the physical sciences
that describes the ability of a material to return
to its original shape after being subject to
strain. The word has now been appropriated to
describe anything from the ability of sports teams
to grab victory from the jaws of defeat, to the
stoicism of communities in dealing with a flood.
So when a client speaks of needing to be more
resilient - what do they mean? How does the
coach differentiate between the needs of a client
who has a momentary wobble, and the needs of
the client who has fallen over and needs help to
pick themselves up? It was this second need that
fuelled my research into the process of recovery
from a loss of resilience and how that can be
effected within a coaching relationship.
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THE RESILIENCE SURGE
The growth of resilience workshops in public
and private sector organisations reflects a
recognition that regardless of where we are in
the economic cycle, employees live out their
careers in a climate of volatility, uncertainty,
complexity and ambiguity. Add to this constant
surprises, the speed of change and the case
for weatherproofing staff, then developing
resilience as a protective capacity for employees
makes sense. However, there are times when
protection is insufficient and the individual finds
themselves knocked sideways by a disruption
to how they believe their world operates. That
disruption may occur in relation to work, but
our clients also bring with them the impact of
life events: the death of parents or children, ill
health, and relationship breakdowns. How can
coaches support clients to recover and use
the experience to develop? Rather than seeing
the coach as an agent in ‘bounce back-ability’,
which suggests helping the client to get back
to where they were, how can coaching use the
life strain as a driver for forward movement, so
that the individual is better equipped for the next
challenge they face?

HOW RESILIENCE RESEARCH FOUND ME
The impetus for my interest in resilience recovery
came from my own feelings of inadequacy
in working with a young, talented, rising
star. This star had gone from being a driven
professional, accepting knocks as part of the
price of ambition, to someone whose anger was
distorting his thinking, whose exhaustion was
making him ill, and whose sense of self-worth
was shattered. The ostensible cause was a
change of corporate strategy, but the strength
of his reaction suggested something else was at
play, and he needed more from his coach than
tactics for resilience protection. In working with
him and subsequent clients I came to realise
that working with their individual narratives gave
me more insight into their loss than relying on
psychometrics as the diagnostic tool.
There are numerous resilience psychometrics,
based on 50 years’ research by psychologists
and psychiatrists. The constructs implicitly
present resilience as a set of capacities with
a fixed level within an individual. What they do
not address is context. They do not answer the
question ‘Why did I cope once with a major life
disruption and stayed standing, and yet cannot
deal with a far smaller disruption happening
now?’ That confusion causes clients to be
judgemental of themselves because they cannot
make sense of this dissonance. A psychometric
cannot answer that question, but narrative can.
THE ROLE OF NARRATIVE IN UNDERSTANDING
RESILIENCE LOSS
We live by the stories we create for ourselves.
Clients bring their stories and coaches listen. The
coach is listening for the construction of meaning
that lies beneath the ‘facts’: the beliefs, values,
emotions and the strength of attachment which
the client has to their story. The coach listens
for how the client thinks the story will end, and
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the constraints on endings that they impose. All
coaching works with narrative, but while spoken
narrative is central to coaching conversations,
less attention has been given to the role of
written narrative.
Psychologist James Pennebaker’s research has
provided powerful evidence on the importance
of the written narrative as a means of recovery
when an individual is experiencing events which
have emotional meaning. In repeated studies he
has shown how the process of writing supports
the functioning of the immune system, that is, it
supports the individual physiologically in dealing
with the impact of disruption. Additionally,
through repeated writing the individual is able
to distance themselves from the event. They
become an object of interest in their own story,
and in doing so the language of the story
changes. The writing becomes more than
cathartic; it becomes a means of authoring an
experience.
WORKING WITH NARRATIVE
By inviting individuals to write their loss-ofresilience story within a structure, they are asked
to ascribe themselves a role within the event.
The client reveals themselves not just in how
they position themselves – whether as victim,
worthless, imposter or warrior, but also in the
language they choose to tell their story. That
language is chosen, often unconsciously, to
support the narrative. I then ask a client to share
their story, thereby moving from author to storyteller with myself as attentive listener – and the
story deepens. The attentive listener’s invitation

to ‘tell me more’, allows the narrator to hear their
story more clearly, and to recognise what in
themselves has been lost. It is the process of
authoring and telling which enables the client to
recognise that their response to the event was
caused by a blow to an identity they held dear,
and its replacement with a ‘shadow’ identity,
which is shaping their response to the event. The
client who values themself as expert discovers
that their response to change is driven by a
shadow identity which reveals them as stupid: for
example, the client who sees herself as the hero
as protector of her team is revealed as powerless
when she cannot prevent job losses. It is not the
event itself which causes the loss of resilience,
but the revelation that a valued identity has been
challenged, and in its place is one that has the
power to unsettle.
NARRATIVE COACHING
Working from a narrative framework, the
coaching then becomes co-creation with the
client of a new narrative – a narrative that will
resource them to move forward regardless of
their control over events, or lack of it.
HOW IS A NEW NARRATIVE BUILT?
Through asking research participants to write
repeatedly during the coaching relationship, and
analysing coaching sessions to understand how
a new narrative was formed, a pattern emerged.
That pattern I label The Narrative Wave.TM
A wave captures the movement of narrative
change as more dynamic and uncertain than
linear or cyclical models can suggest.
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Figure 1: The Wave of Narrative Change
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As Figure 1 shows, the instinct to hold onto a
story is strong. In each session constructs about
the self will be held onto, while some thoughts
will exit, never to return. New ideas emerge,
ideas which signal a willingness to shift, but in
the same session brakes will be applied: ideas
which signal an unwillingness to move forward.
The narrative, however uncomfortable to live
with, is familiar. The wave captures the energy of
that process. Just as one wave shows a strong
push forwards, the next will push back. Session
by session the power of the backwash reduces,
but calm water may never be achieved. It is
sufficient that enough of a new narrative has
been built to be called on in those moments
when the old narrative rears its head. Built
into the new narrative are other identities that
can better support movement. These can be
identities which already existed but were lost
sight of during the disruption, or a new identity
that emerges from the experience of being
coached. It is in accepting these alternate
identities that the client sees that recovery is
more than bounceback: it is learn forward.
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IS EXECUTIVE COACHING A
UNIVERSAL PROFESSION?
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COACHING IN CHINA IS A DIFFERENT PROFESSION FROM ITS EUROPEAN COUNTERPART.
JON ECHANOVE REPORTS.
It is easy to forget that executive coaching
is a western product that responds primarily
to the needs of large corporations for a less
hierarchical approach to management and
leadership - with the aim of adapting to the
global, changing and uncertain business
environment. Yet how much of this is true, or
actually matters, in China?

‘traditional’ management style from the point
of view of a westerner. This understanding
of leadership and management is very much
reinforced by the Chinese education system,
where the emphasis is on telling students. Thus
non-directive support is entirely alien to most
Chinese leaders, who tend instead to seek and
give concrete and detailed advice.

THE COACHING PROFESSION IN CHINA

INSIDE THE COACHING SESSIONS

Coaching is increasingly mentioned in leadership
development conversations in China. There
is still a considerable misunderstanding and
degree of vagueness on the concept, and it is
often confused with training, mentoring, or even
consulting. A survey sponsored by the European
Union Chamber of Commerce in China showed
that only 11% of the coaching assignments for
Chinese coaches are ‘Exclusively Coaching’;
rather they tend to be a mixture of coaching,
mentoring, advising and consulting.

Many of the challenges or differences I found
through coaching in China relate to the different
perceptions of authority, age and family, and
mental health:

Chinese management culture will not necessarily
follow the same path as the ‘western’ one. It is
often assumed that the more authoritarian and
directive management culture in China is simply
a function of immaturity, and that as the Chinese
economy grows and expands, its management
culture will gradually align with best practices in
the western world. In reality, the vast majority of
Chinese companies are unlikely to undertake any
business outside China, and therefore will not be
exposed to other management styles. Moreover,
the roots of the Chinese approach to leadership
or management are more closely connected to
a culturally-shared understanding of authority,
which has existed for millennia, rather than to a
particular level of economic development.
Very large Chinese companies, world leaders
in their industry sector, still maintain a very

Creativity and Compliance with Authority

In China managers and potential coaches have
an intense thirst for knowledge, a strong desire
to add new skills, and a belief that those skills will
help in career development. Whilst individuals
are well prepared to act or respond by the book,
however, they are not so prepared to challenge
existing models or assumptions.
Even when their own experience contradicts the
teachings of a model or book, Chinese coaches
are more likely to ignore, displace or correct
their experience than challenge a perceived
authority. This has important implications when
coaches are engaged to enhance creativity and
self-motivation, as people are naturally more
comfortable complying with existing procedures
or principles than doing things differently.
The current market in China prefers very
prescriptive coaching models which provide
detailed tools and behaviours, rather than an
approach anchored in the personal experience
of managers or coaches. Coaching is mainly
focused on performance and is not truly valued
as a developmental or transformational tool.
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Younger leaders /coaches

WHAT DO VULNERABILITY AND AUTHENTICITY
REPRESENT?

In China managers and leaders are much
younger than those in Europe. This is not
due to the qualification of the individuals, but
because the incredible growth of the Chinese
economy requires plenty of new managers.
Although they may have similar responsibilities
as their European counterparts, Chinese
leaders have limited professional experience
and exposure to a diversity of management
challenges. Their age also has an impact.
Whilst it’s dangerous to generalise, it seems
that young Chinese managers are much more
driven by individual success than managers
with similar roles in Europe. Being in the early
stages of their careers, however, they have not
yet demonstrated success, and since many don’t
yet have a partner or children, they place less
emphasis on work-life balance.

One of the most important elements of coaching
is the cultural perception of mental health. In
the west mental health mainly relates to role
performance, adaptation, social functioning,
and well-being in various aspects of public life.
By contrast, the Asian approach is essentially
internally focused. Expressing difficulties, asking
for help, or showing signs of vulnerability are
often labelled as ‘lack of health’– in other words,
a lack of inner resources.
REFLECTIONS
During the first months of our coaching
adventure in China, I was often asked why I
believed I could help a Chinese leader better
than a Chinese coach. At that time I could
provide many well-founded intellectual reasons
linked with the core of coaching as a profession
and my own knowledge, but it was mainly
the fact that I was married to a Chinese that
gave me credibility. Whilst I do have doubts
about how a Chinese wife makes me a better
coach, it did raise important questions: how
much truth is there in the idea of coaching as a
universal profession? How far can coaching be
independent of culture? How much time do we
need to invest in understanding other cultures
before we can decide that coaching is a valuable
intervention for leadership development?

Parents

In conversation with a facilitator of one of the
most prestigious Executive MBA programmes
in China, I was told that among the top three
essential leadership values is ‘Being filial to
parents’ – that is, being a good son or daughter.
As a coach, in particular when working with
younger leaders, it is critical to understand their
family context. It is not unusual that key decisions
are highly influenced by the need to conform to
parents’ requirements; understanding this can
bring to light many of the behavioural patterns of
a coach’s client.
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BUILDING A COACHING CULTURE IN
NATIONAL EXPRESS
HOW DO YOU BUILD A COACHING CULTURE IN A FAST-MOVING OPERATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT? NATIONAL EXPRESS HR DIRECTOR JENIFER RICHMOND AND NOTION
MANAGING DIRECTOR DOMINIC ASHLEY-TIMMS TALK TO DEPUTY EDITOR SUE STOCKDALE.
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‘What do you think we should do?’ is a question
you are likely to hear managers at National
Express asking their people, because they
wholeheartedly believe that if they can unlock
the talent of their employees, everyone can add
more value.
Asking questions is now a key part of the
coaching culture, according to Jenifer
Richmond, HR Director at National Express,
the intercity coach operator providing services
throughout England, Scotland and Wales. She
observes that when people are able to solve their
own issues and operate in an organisation that
helps people to learn, it increases headspace for
leaders and managers to be more strategic. In
other words, a coaching culture helps everyone
to lift their capability. Describing the environment
in National Express today, Jenifer reflects ‘If you
were to walk around the organisation, you would
hear managers coaching “in the moment” by
asking open questions and helping people to
expand their thinking to address current issues.
It has made a real and positive difference to the
level of engagement and motivation.’
There have also been financial benefits as a
result of creating a coaching culture. One striking
example was in a coaching session where an
employee was thinking about an issue he faced
in Victoria Coach Station in London. One of
the ticket machines was set to only take credit
cards as there was no safe way to empty it of
cash every day. Through his coaching, he came
up with a solution to the issue, which resulted

in increased revenue of over £250,000 for the
company. This, and other examples, contributed
to an early 4.8 times return on investment (ROI)
identified by National Express.
Notion’s Managing Director, Dominic AshleyTimms, whose company worked with National
Express to help establish their coaching culture,
also believes that any organisation looking to
introduce coaching into their business should
be clear about what they expect that effort to
deliver. ‘Too often,’ he says, ‘businesses fail
to capitalise on their investment in coaching,
which means that it isn’t sustainable. Often this
is because they haven’t thought through their
coaching strategy or identified the KPIs that
would need to improve in order to evidence the
value contribution from coaching.’
He continues ‘When we worked with National
Express, it was impressive to see their
commitment from a senior management level, as
well as the hard work that Jenifer Richmond put
in to their selection criteria for internal coaches.
People weren’t just selected, but invited to apply.
We know from our work with other organisations
that clear criteria and standards for selection of
both internal and external coaches is vital to the
success of a coaching culture.’
Notion have identified ten factors critical for
success in establishing a coaching culture, and
National Express have put them all into practice.
(See following page.)
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TEN STEPS TO CREATING A COACHING CULTURE
1

Link coaching to the business strategy

2

Identify a senior sponsor, ideally a member of the board

3

Clarify what you mean by ‘a coaching culture’ for your organisation – create a common language

4

Integrate coaching modules into the leadership programme and encourage leaders to be positive
role models in coaching others

5

Develop evaluation strategies to measure return on investment so that you can prove it works

6

Start coaching at the top of the organisation

7

Define quality criteria and standards for coach selection (internal and external coaches)

8

Create a coaching pool, so that a choice of coaches can be provided

9

Make ‘operational’ coaching skills training available across the organisation

10 Develop an integrated communication plan to share coaching successes

STARTING THE JOURNEY
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INTEGRATING AND EMBEDDING THE CULTURE
Having gained the go-ahead, five internal
coaches were trained up as accredited coaches,
and 135 managers trained in coaching skills
in the first year. A further 100 managers were
trained in year two following this initial cadre,
which provided widespread coverage of
coaching skills across the business. One of the
most practical coaching models managers were
introduced to was Notion’s STARTM model, an
operational coaching approach developed by
Notion to enable coaching to be delivered ‘in the
moment.’ (See image top right.)
‘Notion’s STARTM model enabled managers to
change their existing behaviour from telling to
asking – in real time,’ says Jenifer Richmond.
‘When they stop and think, and choose a
different outcome, it can make a positive
difference. Using the STARTM model, alongside

TM

A simple, 4-step operational coaching model that you can use
‘in the moment’ to deliver effective coaching at work
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Jenifer had already begun the process of
influencing board members, coaching some
of them as ‘practice coachees’ to complete
her coaching qualification. Once they had
experienced the benefits of coaching first hand,
they became advocates. Jenifer also spent
time influencing the other directors outside the
boardroom, garnering their support as well.

Notion's STAR Coaching Model

©n

Having initially participated in a coaching skills
programme run by Notion, Jenifer sensed
that coaching could add value and deliver
real results within National Express. She was
impressed with the capability of Notion’s
coaching team as well as their strong business
focus and quality of training materials. So,
using their expertise and support, she set out to
convince the National Express board to make the
investment required to build a coaching culture.

John Whitmore’s GROW model, gave our
managers practical tools that they could apply
immediately back at work.’
Another factor that enabled National Express
to integrate the coaching experience was
supervised coaching circles for the managers
to attend. These were held four and eight weeks
after the training programme, and enabled
managers to share how they had applied
coaching skills in their day-to-day work, and to
continue to practise using the skills with one
another on live issues. Coaching circles were
also included as part of the Senior Managers’
conference held later in the year.
The effectiveness of the coaching culture at
National Express was also noticed by another
supplier providing equipment to National
Express.Typically the supplier would train NE
managers in the coaching skills necessary to
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help others utilise the information generated
by their equipment. However, having observed
National Express managers at work, the supplier
recognised that no additional training would be
required, thanks to the high level of coaching
skills already being demonstrated.
Coaching is now integrated into key business
processes, and is also a part of the day-to-day
language that is used around the business
and in talent reviews. The Executive Team
also has external coaches, and coaching is
now viewed as a priority and a privilege, rather
than a remedial solution. There has been a
really positive response from the managers
that were trained in coaching skills. One of
them commented ‘Coaching has been the key
to unlocking potential in my team.’ Another
reflected ‘I thought I knew what coaching was,
but now I really feel equipped to use my skills.’
All in all, the steps taken to build a sustainable
coaching culture have proved to be a success
not only in terms of engagement, but also in
bottom line business results.

KEY LEARNING FROM NATIONAL EXPRESS
HR DIRECTOR

•

Make sure you source a strong external
provider to support the building of a
coaching culture.

•

It can take effort to get the Executive Team on
board and committed, but it will be worth it.

•

Don’t forget to make sure you also gain buyin at the next level down in the organisation.

•

When setting up an internal coaching
practice, pay careful attention to selection
criteria of the coaches, and the structure
that is created to support them.

•

Train the internal coaches to gain a
recognised coaching qualification, and
invest in their CPD and formal Supervision.
National Express used ILM7 Executive
Coaching and Mentoring as the benchmark.

•

Communicating successes is vital in order
to help others become aware of the impact
that the coaching culture is having on the
business.
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SUPERVISION: THE ADVANTAGES OF
A SYSTEMIC APPROACH
COACHING SUPERVISOR CHRISTINE THORNTON HIGHLIGHTS HOW AWARENESS OF THE
WIDER SYSTEM CAN BE HELPFUL IN GROUP ANALYTIC SUPERVISION.
All learning, from the very beginning of life, takes
place within a relationship, which means that
learning always involves emotional and relational
complexity. Coaching is fundamentally about
learning, and it involves a relationship between
two or more people. However experienced
we are as coaches, supervision is part of
maintaining high-quality work. Supervision can
help us with many practical, technical and ethical
challenges. Supervision based in psychoanalytic
or group analytic thinking is particularly suited
to understanding the hidden, emotional side of
coaching, and to developing our skills in relating
to others.
WHY PSYCHODYNAMIC/ PSYCHOANALYTIC
SUPERVISION?
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Have you ever left a coaching session wondering
‘What on earth was going on there?’ If so, a
psychodynamic / psychoanalytic approach
to supervision may have something to offer.
People are like icebergs, with only a small part
of ourselves apparent, and a great deal more
hidden from sight.
The Johari window illustrates this further. (See
below.) The top left-hand section is the part of
us known to ourselves and to others, the hidden
area below it known to ourselves but not to
others. The blind area at the top right is visible to
others but not to ourselves, and the lower right
section represents those parts of ourselves of
which neither we nor others are aware.
1
OPEN / FREE
AREA

HIDDEN
AREA

.
3

BLIND AREA

2

UNKNOWN
AREA

As coaches, we frequently help clients bring
elements into awareness: from their hidden
area (things the client knows about her/himself
but doesn’t share, perhaps because of shame
or misunderstanding) or from their blind area
(things others see that the client has so far
managed to avoid seeing); we work with the
client to expand the boundaries of the ‘open/
free area’. Psychodynamics illuminates this
work, because it studies the parts of the self
‘below the waterline’, giving us a science of the
unconscious. Psychoanalysis has developed
some useful ideas in understanding this unseen
human complexity. When the client becomes
more aware of what was previously unconscious,
they can feel relief, have greater freedom, and
understand more fully their own complex drivers.
They can then exercise greater choice in what to
say and do.
Psychodynamic or psychoanalytic supervision
deepens the coach’s understanding of their
client work, and offers an opportunity for
professional development; the coach may
also reflect on how their own ‘Johari window’
is interacting with that of the client. This brings
greater self-awareness and a greater depth and
range of skill in ‘getting alongside’ clients.
SYSTEMIC
Interaction is central in systemic supervision. It is
based on the principle that ‘no man is an island’.
Systems theory had its origins in biology1, but
the principles of interconnectedness have since
been elaborated in both natural and social
sciences, from new physics to group analysis.
Put simply, this means paying careful attention
to the context in which the client - individual or
team – works, and the impact of all factors in the
total ‘field’.
In particular, how are dynamics in other parts of the
system affecting the client?2 Are patterns which can

4
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on the team or group, or the individual, but
also keep in mind the ‘whole field’ for a fuller
understanding.

be detected elsewhere replaying in this person or
team?

Group analysis has developed over 70 years of
studying human communication and interaction
in groups. Some central tenets are:

societal
organisational

•
•
•
•

team

Attention to the individual in the group
Tolerance and value of multiple perspectives
Attention to context – everything is relevant
Creative incorporation of difference.

The group analytic approach is useful in
supervising individual coaching. It is, however,
particularly powerful in developing skill in
working with teams, because the dynamics can
be worked with in the group through parallel
process.

individual

Because everything is interconnected, a
systemic approach can articulate a high level
of complexity, but carries the risk of blinding
or bewitching us, and the client, with that
complexity. Effective systemic consultation
respects this, and emphasises attention to the
interfaces between different parts of the system
and to managing tensions and paradoxes, rather
than seeking to resolve these.3 This enables
the client, and the coach in supervision, to
develop contingent strategies that can be tested
and refined in an iterative cycle of action and
reflection. There are no perfect solutions, only
more or less effective approaches.

WHAT SHOULD I LOOK FOR IN A PSYCHOANALYTIC /
SYSTEMIC / GROUP ANALYTIC SUPERVISOR?
Because they are concerned with deep change
and /or thorough analysis of complexity,
supervision relationships tend to be longer term.
This makes it even more important to choose
someone you feel you can work with effectively;
someone:

GROUP ANALYTIC
With roots in social psychology, gestalt, and
psychoanalysis, group analytic supervision
brings together the individual (psychoanalytic)
and contextual (systemic) perspectives, in
a context where multiple perspectives and
differences are welcomed as contributing to
a rich picture. This allows the coach to focus

•

Open to working with you in a collegiate,
curious and thoughtful way

•
•
•
•
•
•

Open to new ideas and thinking differently

•

Working from a clear sense of ethics

You feel at a gut level you can trust
With personal and business wisdom
With psychological insight based in
An analytic qualification
With substantial experience of supervising in
the specific modality (individual or group)
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RESEARCH
EVE TURNER AND PETER HAWKINS REPORT ON THE RESULTS OF A LARGE-SCALE
AC RESEARCH STUDY ON GAINING MAXIMUM COACHING VALUE FROM
MULTI-STAKEHOLDER CONTRACTING.
In 2011 Passmore and Fillery-Travis identified
‘Critical features of the coaching relationship’
as one of the coaching research themes for
the coming decade. This included examining
the impact of goals set by others, such as the
organisation (p.81). While coaching is a widely
accepted developmental intervention, there are
still many gaps in research. Multi-stakeholder
contracting is one of these.
WHY THIS STUDY?
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To our knowledge this is the first wide-scale
study into ‘Gaining maximum value from
executive and business coaching when multistakeholder contracting takes place’ that draws
on the experiences of all parties involved in the
coaching relationship – executive and business
coaches, individual clients, and sponsors (HR,
line manager, and Learning and Development
representatives). It considers the impact,
potential benefits and challenges of coaching
from these different perspectives. In addition, it
provides research-based guidance on how to
carry out multi-stakeholder contracting, in what
circumstances it is most effective, and common
pitfalls to avoid.
The aim of the study was to explore what makes
multi-stakeholder contracting most successful
when coaching takes place on this basis.
There is some evidence that management
support can have a positive impact on coaching
outcomes (e.g. Goldsmith 2004; Knights and
Poppleton 2007; Stewart et al, 2008; Ogilvy and
Ellam-Dyson, 2012). Carter and Miller (2009)
found that only 17% of coaching objectives
in one programme evaluation were aligned
to organisational outcomes, and argued that
managers can either be a point of real weakness
or make a real difference to coachees if involved
as active and engaged sponsors (pp.7-9). The
Ridler Report 2013 pointed to evidence that
‘good contracting practices build the foundations

for evaluation processes…and successful
coaching outcomes.’ (2013, p.12) with three-way
meetings seen as a key mechanism.
RESEARCH DESIGN
The study and some of the questions it asks,
arose from client case studies brought to the
researchers by their supervisees when multistakeholder contracting had created challenges
for them as coaches. The research is based
on the analysis of more than 650 responders to
questions on when, and in what circumstances,
multi-stakeholder contracting is appropriate.
It looks at the impact, benefits, challenges,
frequency, time taken and good practice
approaches to carrying out multi-stakeholder
contracting. The 2014 web-based survey
involved coaches, coachees, and organisations
which employ coaches. Recruitment was through
invitations sent out through the major coaching
bodies - the AC, EMCC and ICF and Coaching at
Work magazine, as well as organisations in the
public and private sectors.
THE FINDINGS
The first, striking finding of our study is that
nearly 88% of coaches have been involved in
multi-stakeholder contracting, and 62% had
discussed it in supervision. This highlights
the relevance of the concerns that inform
the research as well as directions for further
study. Secondly, the research shows that a
large majority of coaches (82%, n=414) and
organisations employing coaching (78%, n=25)
see stakeholder contracting as good practice.
The key benefits are in setting a clear frame for
coaching, clarifying the roles and expectations
of all parties, establishing clear boundaries and
protocols, ensuring honesty and transparency
in communication, and jointly setting a focus for
the coaching that will deliver both individual and
organisational benefits.
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The research reveals how multi-stakeholder
contracting also presents challenges.
Organisational structures and processes
need to be in place to support successful
contracting. Coaches may be used instead
of a line manager, and the complex issues
of boundary management and confidentiality
require the coach to use key specific skills for
the contracting to be carried out effectively. This
has implications for the training of both coaches
and coach supervisors.
Our research updates findings from 2006
that showed 44% of coaches had supervision
(Hawkins and Schwenk, 2006, p.4). The figure
now is 83%, with the highest rate in the UK at
92%, and the lowest in the USA/Canada at 48%.
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WINNING THE TRUST OF
MILLENNIALS
ASHLEY KEMBALL-COOK, HEAD OF RESEARCH AT BLUEPRINT FOR BETTER BUSINESS,
EXPLAINS WHY TRUST IS SUCH AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT FOR COMPANIES IF THEY
WANT TO CONNECT WITH THE MILLENNIAL GENERATION.
As a millennial, I expect to trust the companies
with which I engage.
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Trust is an age-old golden ticket for business. It
builds customer loyalty, helps attract and retain
the best staff, keeps a positive relationship with
the regulator and fundamentally gives business
its licence to operate in society. As we come into
positions of employment and management, and
get more purchasing power, an ever-increasing
amount of business is done with the millennial
generation. Through building trust, companies
can build a truly long-term relationship with
us. And, equally importantly, business needs
our trust in order to avoid our criticism. We are
active, informed, connected.
We have high expectations of what companies
should and should not do, and we’re not afraid
to tell the companies, each other, and the world
what we think. This connectedness empowers
us to go up against large organisations when we
see behaviour we think is wrong. Fourteen-yearold Julia Bluhm1, in an effort to stop magazines
perpetuating an unreal body image, used
social media and online petitions to spark a ‘no
Photoshop’ pledge trend that spread throughout
the world. Within the same year, Bettina Siegel2
started an online petition to stop the selling of
pink slime (a rather nasty meat based product
derided as ‘soylent pink’) meat in schools. The
campaign gained so much attention that Beef
Products Inc., a leading producer of pink slime,
had to close three of its four plants and lay off
650 people.

‘BAD NEWS TRAVELS AT THE SPEED
OF LIGHT; GOOD NEWS TRAVELS LIKE
MOLASSES 3’
Tracy Morgan

It is increasingly difficult for businesses to hide
their actions. And it is almost impossible to
effectively manage the public’s understanding
of their actions when so much communication
power lies in millennial consumers’ hands.
BUILDING OUR TRUST IS SIMPLE
It is about becoming trustworthy through actions
that build trust. Companies can do this by
showing my generation that the business is a
part of society; that we thrive together. To do
this, I want to see companies define and live to
a purpose; to be clear about why the exist. If
the company is to build trust, the purpose must
respect people, contribute to a better society
and thereby deliver long-term sustainable
performance. This then provides a platform for
a constructive dialogue about the business’s
role in society, and how it is living up to this role.
Furthermore, it unites those in the company
behind a common goal and ensures the actions
of business are those that build trust.

‘WITHOUT TRUST, WORDS BECOME THE
HOLLOW SOUND OF A WOODEN GONG.
WITH TRUST, WORDS BECOME LIFE ITSELF.4’
John Harold, Poet
Two steps towards regaining the public’s trust
are transparency and regulation, but these alone
are insufficient.
Regulation is essential in order to protect
people from dishonesty and exploitation; it sets
out the basic rules of the game. It’s difficult,
though, to pre-empt and regulate for every
single future problem to ensure trustworthy
actions are taken. Regulation can encourage
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people to treat it as the complete boundaries
of morality - encouraging individuals to act
in ways that are technically legal but morally
questionable. To trust companies to build lifelong
relationships, millennials expect companies to
go beyond regulation, to act with integrity and
accountability.
Transparency was the way companies previously
gained trust. It was thought that transparency
could offer the public confidence that business
is behaving as they say they are. However,
we know all too well that if you want to hide
a leaf, you put it in a forest. Millennials have
become suspicious of annual reports that run
for hundreds of pages, so long in fact that they
almost block any kind of meaningful insight into
a particular business. As Professor John Kay
said on this topic, ‘When you quiz your children
about where they have been for the evening it
is not because you are confident that they have
behaved well. If you were confident that they
have behaved well then you probably don’t
bother to ask them.5’ Transparency doesn’t build
my trust.

it means, and what it does. Purpose enriches
the internal relationships too: it can be used
by employees as a reference point to make
practical choices. It empowers employees to
give horizontal as well as vertical challenge to
others to act in line with the purpose. A purpose
unites everyone behind a collective venture,
gives everyone the responsibility to keep others
on track, and encourages actions of integrity and
accountability.
Consultants and coaches have a great opportunity
to facilitate this change. As philosopher and trust
expert Onora O’Neil states, ‘People have never
trusted business,’ because business has always
been seen as pitted against society. In this sense
a distrust of business is useful since it ensures
we keep a watchful eye on their actions. The
opportunity for coaches and consultants is to help
create businesses worthy of trust.
A clear purpose allows for a meaningful dialogue
between business and the public. The purpose
allows individuals to contribute personal energy
to a collective venture and empowers them to
ensure their organisations act in the way that
grows and sustains the public’s trust.
THE KEY ELEMENTS OF THE PERFECT PURPOSE
They key elements of purpose boil down to being
inspirational, authentic and practical.
Inspirational – identify the intended beneficiaries
of the purpose. Without seeing the people who
will benefit it is hard to keep the human face of
the purpose in mind.
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THE POWER OF PURPOSE
Purpose goes beyond transparency and
regulation. It ensures the company’s fundamental
orientation is deserving of trust and that business
actions build trust. Businesses are connected
to society by their relationships and behaviours.
Defining and staying true to a purpose based
on contribution to society enriches relationships
with real, meaningful dialogue. It ensures an
authentic connection exists between what
the organisation believes, what it says, what

Authentic – alignment between what is said
and what the business is actually known for is
essential.
Practical – the purpose must be clear enough to
inform decision-making. What will the business
do differently as a result of this purpose
statement?
A properly thought-through purpose is about
more than catchy slogans and PR; it is about
genuinely changing the business.
This is particularly important when targeting
millennials; we’ve grown up being bombarded
with PR and advertising: it reeks and we can
smell it a mile off.
In order for companies to build my trust they
must be trustworthy. I will trust those companies
I see consistently behaving with a purpose
that serves society and respects people. In a
world where millennial consumers are so active,
informed and connected, it is the only way for a
business to survive.
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‘MAKING A PROFIT IS NO MORE
THE PURPOSE OF BUSINESS,
THAN BREATHING IS THE
PURPOSE OF LIFE.’
John Kay, Academic and Writer
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COACHING SUPERVISION COMES
OF AGE
ELAINE PATTERSON REPORTS FROM THE FIFTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE IN
COACHING SUPERVISION.
A warm Saturday in July saw Dr. Tatiana
Bachkirova welcome delegates from all over
Europe to the Fifth International Coaching
Supervision Conference at Oxford Brookes
University in England. The mix of presentations
provided delegates with the opportunity to
celebrate both the fifth anniversary of the
conference and coaching supervision’s coming
of age, whilst reflecting on ‘what next?’ Two core
questions emerged:

could provide consistent guidelines for
the professional development of coaching
supervisors by connecting them to the
European Qualification Framework.

•

1 What do we notice in the take-up and
positioning of coaching supervision?

Peter Jackson showed how a supervisor’s
decision-making in the moment, based on
Hawkins’ and Smiths’ Second Eye in the
‘Seven-Eyed Model’, could be sharpened by
our awareness of using Karl Weick’s Theory
of Sensemaking.

•

Michelle Lucas invited delegates to stresstest her ‘Supervision Mindset’, a framework
to explore what guides our choices of
supervisory intervention. In their collective
supervision demonstration Michel Moral and
Florence Lamy extended this exploration
further to understand the logic of selecting
a particular supervisory process which best
serves the needs of all parties.

•

Carole Hieker reminded us how different
contexts of 1:1 supervision and peer
supervision can alter power dynamics
between supervisor and supervisees; Zoe
Cohen shared her research into shame:
how shame appears and interferes in
supervision, but also how it can be used
to facilitate personal learning, growth and
development.

•

Miriam Orriss shared her new threedimensional take on the Karpman Drama
Triangle, which powerfully illustrates the
energies that connect and influence the
transactions between all parties in the
client’s system (including the supervisor /
supervisee relationship); Michael Soth and
Cathy Laser showed how their extended
model of parallel process can be effectively
used to understand how the relational
dynamics are mirrored and paralleled in a
connected systems; and how this awareness
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2 How do coaching supervisors select from an
array of possible interventions in their work?
The day was anchored by two keynotes. Dr.
David Drake opened with his ‘Three Window AIM
Framework’ for supervision. A for Artistry: using
our embodied wisdom in our work; I for Identity:
exploring the different roles we take on as
supervisors; M for Mastery: expanding our tools
and knowledge base in practice. Next, Professor
Lane explored how we prepare for and carry
out supervision, with the dynamics of power,
diversity, resistance and rupture surfacing in
the supervisory relationship; and how through
enhancing our own competence we can rise to
the challenges presented.
TRENDS IN THE MARKETPLACE

•

Peter Hawkins and Eve Turner shared
the results from their research (see page
28), into the growth and globalisation
of coaching supervision, from a 2006
study to last year’s larger research into
multi-stakeholder contracting: coaching
supervision is now clearly established, and
uptake and spread are growing.

•

The ECVision competence matrix, outlined
by Krishna Madai and Mieke Voogd,
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Coaching supervision has arrived and is here to
stay. The core question is how we can together
further define, evolve and extend supervision’s
transformational gifts to coaches who practise
but who do not yet engage in supervision.

can be used for insight and transformation.

•

Katherine Long skilfully demonstrated how
Focusing (as developed by Eugene Gendlin)
can support enhanced somatic awareness,
providing valuable information for both
supervisor and supervisee to complement
other transformational technologies. Paul
Jackson and Janine Waldman demonstrated
how the ‘Intervision’ approach – offering
supervision in a brief, solutions-focused way
– can be surprisingly deep and powerful.

•

Karyn Prentice and I took participants
through a writing exercise to free their
inner poet and author and access wisdom,
knowing and intuitions which are just out of
everyday consciousness.

•

And finally Professor Clutterbuck and
Professor Lane gave permission to share
their poems, which they read out at the
conference plenary:

New research and formal enquiries are providing
further evidence bases for supervision. But there
is also an emerging realisation that energetic
exchange, somatic intelligence, mindful
presence and creative approaches can provide
important and vital clues to deepen and enrich
the supervisory conversation. For me this is a
call for coaches and supervisors to embrace
and work with our own and our clients’ embodied
wisdom, intuition and inner knowing. And to
work wholeheartedly to explore the edges of our
creativity whilst learning to deploy our tools and
theories only where they serve. As Jung says
‘Learn your theories and techniques as well as
you can, and then be prepared to set them aside
when you meet the miracle of the living soul in front
of you.’

‘Being alongside you
Sharing our movement together
I feel encompassed by your mastery
And by being, become
In gratitude’

A final thought: is coaching supervision too good
to be kept a secret for coaches alone? Can we
together take coaching supervision beyond its
current confines to reach a much wider audience
of leaders, HR and people professionals? Can
supervision’s gifts and ways of working help
support people practitioners and their teams
everywhere to survive, thrive and flourish in
today’s busy, frenetic and complex world?

Professor David Lane
‘The silent synapse snaps
Forcing concentration.
Holes in the holistic
Perforating presence
Recreating identity
And understanding dawns’

Note: The fifth Annual International Conference in
Coaching Supervision was held at Oxford Brookes
University in the city of Oxford, UK on 11 July 2015
All the presenters have their own websites and can
be found on LinkedIn if you would like to follow up
any of their work.

Professor David Clutterbuck
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DEVELOPING COACHING PRESENCE
– NO MYSTERIES!
KEN SMITH FINDS A SHINING LIGHT TO GUIDE COACHES WISHING TO GO BEYOND MODELS
AND TECHNIQUES.
things that can impact on their presence, such
as the influence of their own life experience on
how they respond to a client. The book finishes
with a reminder that working as a coach is itself
an opportunity for self-development, with the
necessity to reflect on our practice and on who
we are through such activities as supervision and
reflective writing.

COACHING PRESENCE: BUILDING CONSCIOUSNESS
AND AWARENESS IN COACHING INTERVENTIONS.
BY MARIA ILIFFE-WOOD
Coaching presence is often approached as if it
were an ineffable, mystical phenonomenon. And
in some ways, of course, it is. Maria Iliffe-Wood,
however, views presence more straightforwardly,
as an outcome of a coach’s conscious decisions
and actions.

The book is a practical guide and does not seek
to offer extensive theoretical underpinnings to
the advice it gives, though there is a reasonably
wide-ranging bibliography. There are some
points which provoked an uncertain frown; for
example, I’m not sure I agree that the more
visible your coaching presence, the more you
are addressing the deeper, unconscious levels
of the client’s awareness. There is, however,
much wisdom delivered with a deftly light touch
and the book is very convincingly grounded in
the actual experience of doing the work, in a way
that is I think rarely found to the same extent in
other coaching literature.

At the centre of the book is the author’s
continuum of four modes of presence. Each is
explained in terms of its characteristics, why to
use it, how to develop it, what beliefs support it,
and what may happen if you use it inadvertently.
Where the coach places themselves on the
continuum is a matter of purposeful choice,
regarding how to intervene in the client’s
process and the extent to which the coach seeks
to influence or inform it. The choice largely
depends on how the coach perceives the client’s
level of awareness.
Either side of this are helpful chapters on such
things as choosing a coaching environment and
a summary of some techniques, the latter falling
under the title ‘channels of perception.’ The
author encourages coaches to pay attention the

Iliffe-Wood’s book sits easily alongside the
writings of those who discuss presence from the
more common perspectives of mindfulness and
identity, in that it takes a complementary if more
obviously pragmatic approach.

TITLE: Coaching Presence; Building Consciousness And Awareness In
Coaching Interventions
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IS RISK JUST A HUMAN INVENTION?
RISK-TAKER AND COACH NICK ALFORD FINDS A NEW TOP FAVOURITE ON THE HOT
TOPIC OF RISK.
The word ‘risk’ has many different meanings
for many different people. How people accept,
understand, treat and try to control risk cuts
across all society. This book cleverly dips its toe
into each main element in an informative and
enjoyable way, and its design, portable size and
topical subject matter all have immediate appeal.
Stockdale and Steeper explore the human
elements of risk and seek to answer the question
on the rear cover, ‘Is risk just a human invention?’
Weighty subjects ranging from propensity to
risk-taking, risk aversion, media impact, business
risk, personality tendencies and phases of
risk-taking are explored with an interesting,
yet light touch, finding a balance between too
much and too little information. Each chapter is
summarised, and if your appetite is whetted, the
comprehensive notes and references section will
guide you to further reading.
The book identifies that, through experiential
learning, perception, tolerances and
acceptability change as we age; and as I read,

I found myself frequently stopping and reflecting
on recent and future decisions, and began to
analyse and assess the rationale and thinking
behind them in a way I had not before.
This book will appeal to many people: to those
looking for a greater, broader understanding of
risk; to health, safety, risk and HR professionals;
to students and senior leaders alike, who are
looking to understand the wider risk picture and
the important psychological process associated
with its tolerance, acceptability and control. For
coaches, mentors and counsellors it will help
to enhance understanding, particularly those
working with clients involved in risk-related
decision-making.
Everyone enjoys a ‘Top Ten’, and the final
section looks at a selection of interesting and
sometimes light-hearted lists that bring the
book to an enjoyable conclusion. Its handy size,
competitive price and helpful, thought-provoking
content mean that this will replace larger, more
specific books as my quick reference favourite.
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PSYCHOMETRICS IN COACHING
A DEFINITIVE HANDBOOK ON THE USE OF PSYCHOMETRICS IN COACHING PRACTICE
APPEALS TO THE EXPERIENCED COACH AND THE NEWCOMER, SAYS PSYCHOLOGIST
KIRSTIN DAVIS.
how it can be used within the coaching
conversations. Some chapters have very useful
case studies, giving an opportunity for the
reader to consolidate the information from an
applied perspective.

PSYCHOMETRICS IN COACHING,
EDITED BY JONATHAN PASSMORE
This overview of psychometric testing within a
coaching context provides insight and invaluable
information. Part one provides an overview of
the benefits of psychometric testing and its
application in a coaching context. The initial
chapters inform the reader how psychometric tests
are designed, and the concepts of reliability and
validity are introduced. The importance of sound
administration, scoring and feedback are also
emphasised, together with a discussion on the
ethical use of tests. For those readers who already
have a Certificate of Competence in Ability and
Personality Testing (formerly Level A and B) these
first chapters offer good revision of the concepts,
and I find it a handy reference to have.

For those who have gained the BPS Certificate of
Competence in Ability and Personality Testing,
a comprehensive look at a wide range of tests is
provided, allowing the reader to decide whether
the test will be useful to their work or clients. The
book is a sound reference to help choose an
appropriate tool for the job in hand, and there
are suggestions for websites that will help you
explore further should you wish to do so.
For those who are considering training in
psychometric testing, the book does not tell
the reader what training is required to use
the individual tests and which ones lead to
the Certificate of Competence in Ability and
Personality Testing. Don’t let this put you off, as
the information is available on all of the different
websites including the British Psychological
Society website. However, it can be confusing to
those who are not qualified and so this information
would be a useful addition to the book.

If however you are not qualified to use
psychometric tests and may be thinking about
qualifying, it introduces many of the concepts
that you will cover in your training. At the end of
the book is a very useful glossary to help you get
your head around the terms.
The second part of this book introduces many
of the psychometric tests on the market such
as MBTI, OPQ, MTQ48, Hogan, Via and Firo-B.
Each chapter is dedicated to one test and is
written by experts in the field, and in some
cases the test authors themselves. The different
chapters give an insight into what each test is
designed to measure, its development, and

All in all this book is well worth buying, whether
you are an experienced user of psychometrics
or have never used psychometrics before. It has
something to offer any coach who is interested
in or currently using psychometrics as a part of
their practice.
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